
Stephanie R. Thompson –
Top 5 Things to Know

 1. Loves programming (FORTRAN 77 anyone?) 

 2. Has been programming for a long time (see #1) 

 3. Is a SAS Global Forum Mentor (Not sure what 
this is? Ask her!) 

 4. Presents at lots of SAS conferences and finds 
them invaluable (learning, networking, even some 
fun) 

 5. Has worked in higher education, commercial 
printing, automotive parts manufacturing & retail, 
cereal production, and nuclear waste remediation 

Affiliations:  Principal at Datamum and Sr. Data Scientist at RIT
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Assets
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What is a SASset?

 A SAS Asset

 SAS Knowledge Workers

– Programmers

– Analysts

– Statisticians

 In other words People!



2 Perspectives

 The Employer / Manager

 The Employee / SASset



The Advance Party

 Pre-Screening

 Credentials

 SAS Code Sample Review



All Aboard

 Orientation

– To the company

– To the DATA

 Mentoring 

 The first assignment

 Checking it over



What Boondoggle?

 Well, you are here – that is a good 
sign

 Justifying the trip

– Benefit to the organization

 Make your vacation your vacation

 Bring something back



Training is Not a Dirty 
Word

 What

 Where

 By whom?

 All together or individual

 Specialized for an individual
– Justification

– Make sure it wasn’t on your resume as a 
skill



Code Cryptology

 The pre-screening code sample is a 
clue

 Company policies and procedures

 Writing for job security vs. writing for 
a promotion

 Shared space

 Comment, comment, comment



From Art Carpenter’s Paper http://www.caloxy.com/papers/80JobSecuritySpecialist.pdf



Show Me the $$$

 Assets by definition have value

 Management vs. Technical

 Dual progression ladders

 Those who can leave often do

 Going from bad to worse?

 Justification – do your homework



Yea!  Review Time

 Use it to your benefit

 What does a 78 or a 4 mean?

 Specific criteria to move up

 Goals
– Personal vs. Company

– Skills beyond SAS

 Add in a mid-year update – avoid 
shock



SAS Assets Are Like Your 
SAS Software

 The need to make the right choice up 
front

 Completing a successful installation

 Learning the ropes

 Documentation

 Well spent money

 Reviewing performance and planning 
for the future



Questions?



Evaluating Sample Code 
for an Interview 



Introduction

 Requesting code samples prior to an 
interview helps you gauge

– Experience

– Ability

– Style

 Why?

– Did they write the code themselves?

– Do they understand what they wrote?

– Can they explain it? 



Did You Write This?

 Internet “borrowing”

 Google search of “SAS code”

– http://support.sas.com/documentation/on
linedoc/code.samples.html

– http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAS_System

– http://www.sascommunity.org

 Co-workers

http://support.sas.com/documentation/onlinedoc/code.samples.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAS_System
http://www.sascommunity.org/


How to tell

 Ask questions

– Purpose of code

– Describe the project

– Provide an overview of the general flow 
of the program

 Get into details

– Why merge instead of SQL?

– Find a specific section of code and ask for 
another way it could have been done



A Promising Candidate

 Regular use of comments

 Global and PROC options

 Formatted for ease of reading

 Code used to speed processing time

– Conditional logic

– Loops

– Use of macro and system variables

 Design for flexibility





In the Running

 Some use of comments

 Fairly easy to follow

 Limited use of macros

 Syntactically correct

 Not written for overall efficiency





Maybe Not

 Syntax errors

 Unnecessary code

 Hard to read

 Unclear logic







Don’t Know SAS?

 Examples of programs from another 
language

 Review of coursework

 Evidence of training

 References

– Ability to learn



Conclusion

 Code samples provide insight into

– Ability

– Breadth of knowledge

– Style

 Give you as the interviewer a way to 
prepare questions ahead of time

 A preview of what you will see if the 
person is hired



Questions?
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